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WARNING

YOU MUST READ the DDG manual before using the DDG. Failure to do so may lead to improper
use, serious injury or death. Care should be taken to follow the instructions correctly and also
conduct a separate risk assessment prior to commencing work

WARNING

Is used in connection with a procedure or situation that may result in
serious injury or death.

CAUTION

Is used in connection with a procedure or situation that will result in
damage to the product.

NOTE!

Is used to emphasize important information.

WARNING

Make sure that you fully understand the use, the display information and the limits of the digital
depth meter.

WARNING

The DDG does neither replace diver training nor replace a diving partner.

WARNING

The DDG does not calculate any decompression data. However, it provides accurate information
for the calculation of decompression procedures using dive tables. A profound knowledge of
these tables is absolutely necessary.

WARNING

During the dive, check the information displayed by the DDG and compare it to your dive plan.

WARNING

Pre dive check. Always check items below of the DDG meter:
•
The pre-dive setting are set correctly;
•
The right sensor is selected;
•
The right diver is selected;
•
The time and date are correct (when travelling between different time zones);
•
The built-in backup battery is fully charged;
•
The depth meter must show the proper depth unit (meters / feet).

Disposal of the device
Please dispose of the device in an appropriate way, treating it as electronic waste. Do not throw it in the garbage.
If you wish, you may return the device to your nearest Novasub dealer.
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1 Help & Support
First please read this manual thoroughly (particularly chapter 5 - Getting acquainted and chapter 6 –Diving with the DDG)
Further details about a Warranty Statement can be found at the chapter 11 - Warranty.
For technical support contact your local a Novasub Authorized Service Centre or Seascape BV.
Seascape BV
De Hoogjens 22
NL-4254 XW Sleeuwijk
The Netherlands
T. +31-183-307900
F. +31-183-307910
E. info@seascape.nl
www.seascape.nl

Copyright © Seascape BV
All Rights reserved.
If you have cause to use our technical support service, please make ensure that you have the following details at hand prior
to calling:
• system serial number
• firmware version and build number
• fault description
• any remedial action implemented

1.1

Firmware

The manual is based on DDG Firmware release version : 2.11
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2 Introduction
The digital depth diver depth gauge is developed to replace or supplement the current analog pneumo gauges. This gauge is
very accurate and can measure depth in two ways (see Figure 1) :



Using the internal depth sensor connected to the pneumo hose;
Using the Underwater Depth Sensor (UDS) external pressure sensor at the end of the diver umbilical.

The option with an external pressure sensor ensures a continuous measurement of the actual depth, without surface
operations. The DDG is available in two versions, with or without analog depth gauge. The round 6” DDG1 with analogue
gauge and the square DDG2 panel mount box. The DDG meter has great functions such as switching between dive type and
water type or changing settings like ppO2, Nitrox value and depth units. There are also a number of alarms which can be set
to give a signal to the user when they are exceeded. This makes diving a lot safer and easy to use. The alarms are for example
maximum depth, dive time, ascent rate and MOD. A major advantage is that during diving the dive data is logged and the
data can be read back on the DDG or uploaded to a logbook software program called the DDG visualizer. In this program the
diving profiles can be added commentary and exported for further use.
The push buttons controls access to a wide selection of choices and the display is optimized for the dive mode chosen. The
digital diver depth gauge is a compact and sophisticated multipurpose dive instrument, designed to give you years of
trouble-free service. Advantages:






Easy and accurate calibration;
Dive data logging;
Dual depth sensor input;
Depth units selectable;
Transflective LCD with backlight.

Figure 1 - DDG depth sensor connections
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Description

The DDG is not only a replacement of your standard pneumo depth gauge but an diver depth tool with multiple features.
Making the diver data registration more accurate and safe. The DDG has a standard built in depth sensor with a range of 060 MSW. This sensor is connected to the pneumo hose and used to measure the diver depth in the traditional way by
pressurizing the pneumo hose until it is complete free of water. Using the DDG in this way will not add much extra features
as the diver depth reading is not constant and dependable on the manual pressurizing of the pneumo hose. For this reason
the DDG is fitted with a connection for an external pressure sensor.
This electrical sensor is placed at the end of the diver umbilical. The external depth sensor signal is transmitted to the surface
using 2 wires in the diver umbilical cable. Novasub has developed the UDS-3, as a standard external depth sensor with a
range of 0-60 MSW. This sensor signals a digital milliamp signal. The external sensor is calibrated and has an accuracy better
then 0,25% FS. By using a (calibrated UDS-3 sensor) the connection to the DDG do not need to be calibrated every time.
Using a constant depth measurements makes the DDG a complete tool for commercial dive logging. The DDG has standard
basic features like: Dive time and Start time which are logged along with the maximum reached depth. The most important
information for diver supervisor’s log.
During the dive the display also shows the temperature of the water surrounding the diver. It calculates if the diver is
descending or ascending and indicates the speed of ascending. The DDG has more; the dive can be logged in a user
selectable interval. This log is stored in the DDG internal memory and can be recovered using the windows based DDG
Visualizer software. Each dive can be logged to a selected diver number, this to keep track of each divers dive information. In
the DDG Visualizer software the dive profile will be displayed graphically along with all logged data.
The DDG program is also fitted with different types of alarms which can be activated and set. The alarm are displayed on the
screen as text, they can be made audible with the internal buzzer and a relay contact can be triggered.
The main alarms are; Max. depth alarm, Max. dive time alarm, Ascent rate, MOD, Max. ppO2, Sensor fail, Low battery. Also a
low air pressure switch can be connected to the DDG and used in the alarm settings to trigger the internal buzzer and/or the
relay contact. When DGA is connected there are also alarms such as DGA Communication Lost and a DGA alarm (a general
warning on the DDG that an alarm is exceeded on the DGA).

2.2

DGA – Digital Gas Analyser

The DGA has a built in O2 and CO2 sensor. Both are connected to and built in
constant pressure and flow manifold. The flow manifold creates a stable 1
l/min airflow to both sensors. The flow manifold will always be stable from a
sampling point pressure between 1 – 20 Bar.
The DGA is a full featured gas analyzer specially built for gas panel gas
analyzing.
The DGA has a multiple sensors for O2, CO2, gas temperature and humidity
(RH) measuring real-time during gas sampling. The data can be internal
logged and retrieved with a PC connected via various connection to the
DGA.
The DGA has an extensive alarm settings possibility. For O2 you can set high and low alarm values, for CO2 you can set two
levels of high alarm. When alarms are triggered a warning on the screen will appear and an audible internal alarm will sound.
Also there is an alarm relay that can be used to trigger an external audible or visible alarm device, like a horn or a flashlight.
The DGA can be connected to the DDG by NovaNET. Then the DGA will receive the diver depth information and will use it to
calculate the ppO2. Also the ppO2 can be set as a maximum alarm level. The DGA will send gas data information to the DDG.
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The DDG will log all DGA data with the divers depth/time log. DDG Visualizer, software for PC, tablet and Smart Phone. The
software makes synchronizing the logged files easy with Bluetooth or wired (RS232/USB) connection.
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3 Installing
The DDG comes in 2 mounting versions; The DDG1 has a round 6” panel with the DDG LCD display together with a 2,5”
analogue gauge. The DDG2 is only the digital LCD display in a panel mount box. (see Figure 3- Dimensions DDG 1&2)
Dimensions are according the general tolerances of DIN ISO 2768-1 MEDIUM. Depth dimensions are excluding coupling! (see

Figure 2 - Depth dimensions DDG1&2).
Figure 3- Dimensions DDG 1&2

Figure 2 - Depth dimensions DDG1&2
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3.1

Panel cut-out

The (round) DDG1 has a mounting flange with 3 fixing holes. It fits in most 6” cut outs of traditional 6” depth gauges. This
DDG can be fixed with 3 bolts, of size M5x30. Caution, do not over tighten the bolts it may damage the plastic flange. The
(square) DDG2 will be delivered with two mounting clips for locking the DDG in place. (see Figure 4)

Figure 4 - Panel cut out

3.2

Connections

The DDG can operate with two power sources, namely a DC adapter (9-30V) or with the built-in battery. The battery serves
as backup power supply in case no AC power is available. In most
cases the main power supply will be used. Both models DDG1 and
DDG2 have the same terminal blocks and connections. (see - Figure
5 - DDG 1&2 connections)











V : Power supply (DC adapter 9-30V)
S : External sensor (Pressure transmitter 4- 20mA)
R1 : Normally open relay contact which is triggered with
alarms
R2 : Input contact for a low air pressure switch.
NovaNet : connections from DDG to NovaNet. (rs485 2
wire connection) used for data transfer for continue
syncing of log files and depth measurements between DDG
and visualizer program and Novasub hardware.
Pneumo G ¼” : Connection nipple to pneumo hose.
RS232-1: Two way data transfer for continue syncing of log
files and depth measurements between DDG and visualizer
program.
RS232-2: One way data transfer for sending of NMEA string
including depth and dive time.

Figure 5 - DDG 1&2 connections
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3.2.1 Electrical connections diagram
In the connection diagram you can see the way how the DDG is electrical connected to other devices. (see -Figure 6 Electrical connection diagram)









RS232-1: Two way data transfer for
continue syncing of log files and
depth measurements between DDG
and visualizer program and Novasub
hardware.
RS232-2: One way data transfer for
sending of Ascii string with depth
and dive time.
V+&-: Power supply: DC adapter 930V
S+&-: External sensor: Pressure
transmitter 4- 20mA
R1 : NO (normally open) relay
contact which is triggered with the
alarms set in the DDG. (see Relay
Contact specifications
R2 : Input contact for a low air
pressure switch.

Figure 6 - Electrical connection diagram

3.2.2 Gas connection diagram
The internal pressure sensor has a ¼” BSP outside thread connection.
Connect the pneumo hose with the proper mating fitting (¼” BSP
internal thread). Make sure to use a wrench size 17 (mm) to hold on to
the Hex part of the internal sensor while tightening the pneumo hose
fitting. Do not tighten the pneumo hose fitting to the internal pressure
sensor without the proper contra tightening wrench, this may cause
severe damage to the back panel and housing of the DDG1.
The pneumo connection should be protected for over pressure by a
safety relief valve of 7 bar. The low air pressure alarm switch has to be
connected to the R2 input contact. (see Figure 7 - Gas connection
diagram)

Figure 7 - Gas connection diagram

CAUTION

Use a safety relief valve set to 7 Bars to connect between the pneumo air supply line and the DDG
internal pressure sensor. If the safety relief valve is not used the internal pressure can be damaged
due to excessive pressure from the pneumo line.
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3.2.3 Cables
Standard the DDG will be delivered with one DDGr1.2-006 cables to make for the RS232 in/out and.
DDGr1.2-006

DDGr1.2-007

DDGr1.2-008

Standard serial RS232
cable which connects
directly to the DDG. This
cable is used to download
the log files and update
the firmware using the
DDG Visualizer software.
(standard supplied with
DDG)

Optional serial RS232 cable, to be used
when the DDG is built into a panel or case.
Mates with the DDGr1.2-008. Same
functions as DDG-006

Optional Serial RS232-1 and external pressure
sensor patch cable with panel mount
connector. To be used when the DDG is built in
a panel or case. Mates with the DDGr1.2-007.
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3.2.4 Optional cables Patch cables to Novasub SCC video units
DDGr1.2-008a

Optional Serial RS232-1, RS232-2 and external pressure
sensor patch cable with panel mount connector. To be
used when the DDG is built in a panel or case. Mates with
the DDGr1.2-007.
01-051
01-054

Interconnection cable between DDG built in case or panel Interconnection cable between DDG built in case or panel
with the use of the bulkhead connector DDGr1.2-008 and a with the use of the bulkhead connector DDGr1.2-008 and a
Novasub SCC video / communication system. RS232 data Novasub SCC video / system. Only data.
and external depth sensor wiring.
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4 Safety measurements
The content of this manual may be changed without prior notices. Seascape cannot under any circumstances be held liable
for any special, indirect or incidental damages in connection with, or as a result of the purchase or use of this product and
items that come.

4.1

Safety precautions

Do not attempt to use the DDG without reading this instruction manual in its entirety, including all the warnings. Make sure
that you fully understand the use, displays and limitations of the instrument. If you have any questions about the manual or
the DDG, contact your Novasub Authorized Service Centre before diving with the DDG.
Always remember that YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY!
When used properly, the DDG is an outstanding tool for assisting properly trained, certified divers in planning and executing
commercial dives. It is NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR CERTIFIED DIVE INSTRUCTION, including training in the principles of
decompression.

4.2

Alarms

The DDG features several dive alarms. The alarms will start when the set values are exceeded. In this case the dive monitor
shows a flashing message and the buzzer will sound. There is also a possibility to send an electronic signal to a device (for
example a beacon), with the alarm relay. The diver must take the following actions when next messages are shown on the
dive monitor:
MAX. DEPTH EXCEEDED
The set value of the diving Max. depth alarm is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button.
The alarm will start again when the diver exceeds again the set diving depth alarm value.
MAX. DIVE TIME EXCEEDED
The set value of the Max. dive time alarm is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button.
The time alarm value has to be set again to start a new time alarm.
ASCENT EXCEEDED
The set value of the Ascent alarm is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button. The alarm
will start again when the diver exceeds again the set ascent rate alarm value.
MOD EXCEEDED
The set value of the MOD alarm is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button. The alarm
will start again when the diver exceeds again the set MOD alarm value. MOD value will be calculated by:
MOD = ppO2 (Bar) x EANx (%)
MAX. ppO2 EXCEEDED
The set value of the diving Max. ppO2 alarm is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button.
The alarm will start again when the diver exceeds again the set Max. ppO2 alarm value. ppO2 value will be
calculated by:
ppO2 = EANx(%) x Depth (Bar)
LOW AIR PRESSURE
The supply air pressure to the diver is too low. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button. The alarm
will start again after 6 minutes or when there isn´t enough air pressure on.
LOW BATTERY
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The battery power of the DDG is too low. Message can’t be reset. The cell voltage is 1175 mV, when the cell
voltage is 1050 mV the DDG will turn off this will take approximately one hour. The DDG will work for one
hour before really turning off.
SENSOR FAIL
The selected sensor has no value. Communication with sensor isn’t possible. Check of cables are connected
correctly according electrical or gas connection diagram (Fig. 6 & 7). Another possibility is that there is a
cable break. Dive logging can’t be started when SENSOR FAIL alarm is active.
DGA COMMS LOST
Communication is lost with the DGA. DGA turned off, DGA address is incorrect or the Novabus cable is not
connected correctly.
DGA ALARM
The set value of an alarm on the DGA is exceeded. Message can be reset by pressing the “OK” button. The
alarm will start again when the DGA exceeds again the set alarm value. This alarm is a general warning on the
DDG that an alarm is exceeded on the DGA.

NOTE!
NOTE!

Alarms will continue to go off every 6 minutes. You can turn off the alarm by changing the
settings in the Alarm settings menu see chapter 7.
Dive logging cannot be started when an alarm is active. Try to solve alarm or snooze alarm by
pressing “OK”.
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5 Getting acquainted
The DDG can be set to function as a regular air dive computer or as a nitrox dive computer. The DDG features two dive
computer models AIR, NITROX, one main operating mode “Dive monitor” and six submenus. (see chapter - 7 Menu based
modes).

5.1

Push Buttons

The DDG is controlled with five easy-to-use push buttons as follows (see Figure 8).

POWER
MENU
OK
+
-

:
:
:
:
:

To switch the power on the device on and off.
To go to main menu/previous menu or to cancel.
To go to the next menu dialog or to confirm setting.
To scroll up in a menu or to increase a certain value.
To scroll down in a menu or to decrease a certain value.

NOTE!

By holding the MENU button for more than 2 seconds, the dive monitor will appear.

NOTE!

By holding the + or - for more than 2 seconds the scrolling will be faster.

Figure 8 - Push buttons DDG 2
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5.2

Dive monitor

This section contains instructions on the meaning of the text on the LCD screen also called the Dive monitor (see Figure 9 Dive monitor). You will find that the DDG is easy to use and read. Depending on the chosen dive type and dive settings some
will be shown ON/OFF.

Figure 9 - Dive monitor
Dive time :
Start time :
Asc. or desc. symbol :
Current diving depth in salt water :
Oxygen value
Ascent rate
Depth unit
Temperature
Current diving depth
Shortcut menu

:
:
:
:
:
:

Battery power
Syncing files
Bluetooth
Actual time
Action
Max. depth
EAD

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

MOD :
Logbook :

The time the diver is diving.
The time the dive started.
The 'down arrow' symbol appears when the diver descends. When the diver
ascends an 'up arrow ' symbol is shown on the display. Any time there is no dive
activity or during decompression stops a ‘dash’ symbol is shown on the display.
The current diving depth in salt water. All ways salt water, also when fresh water
is chosen. Fresh/Salt water will be shown in the middle of the screen.
When a DGA is connected to the DDG the Oxygen EANx value is shown.
The speed at which the diver ascends toward the surface.
The depth unit in MSW (meters of see water) or FSW (Feet of Seawater).
The current temperature in Celsius.
The current diving depth. --.—indicates no sensor connected
This text is flashing to give hints, for example how to select another diver. (see
chapter 6.2.1 - Manually diving)
The battery symbol indicates how much power is left.
Appears when there is a working RS232 or Novabus connection.
Appears when there is a working Bluetooth connection.
The current time.
Select diver or an Alarm text will appear when Alarm goes off.
The maximal depth the diver dived in the selected log.
The EAD (Equivalent Air Depth) text and value will be shown on and off,
depending on chosen dive type. The EAD will be showed, when nitrox diving is
selected as dive type.
The MOD (Maximum Operating Depth) text and value can be turned on and off in
the menu “Display settings” (see chapter 7.3.3 - Show MOD)
Which diver is selected and the ID number.
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6 Diving with the DDG
This chapter contains instructions on how to operate the DDG and interpret its display.

6.1

Activation and Pre-dive settings

Before a dive can be started the values of the pre-dive
settings need to be checked. The alarms, dive type etc… are
different in each situation. It is therefore vital to seriously
look at the pre-dive settings before a dive can be started.
The responsibility of the appropriate settings lies therefore
with the user.
After pressing the power button for 1 second the activation
display will be shown. A few milliseconds later the dive
monitor will be started. (see Figure 10) At this time, perform
your pre checks making sure that:








Figure 10 – Start up screen

The right dive type is selected, nitrox or air diving;
The right water type is selected, fresh or salt;
The low battery indicator in not ON;
The DDG displays the correct temperature and depth 0.0 m (0 ft.);
The DDG displays the correct units of measurement;
The right diver is selected;
The needed alarms are set.

If nitrox mode is selected (see chapter 7.1.2. - Dive type), make sure that:
 The oxygen percentage is adjusted according to the measured Nitrox blend in your cylinder;
 The oxygen partial pressure limit is set correctly.
Or when a DGA is used to calculate the Gas parameters.
 Make sure the DGA is correctly connected to the DDG by Novabus.
 The DGA is turned on.
 The DGA address is correct.
 The dive computer is now ready for diving.
6.1.1

Battery indication
The display of the depth meter shows a battery indicator in the bottom right corner with three segments.
Three segments indicate that the built-in battery is fully charged. A flashing segment of the battery indicator
will indicate that the battery is charging. With a fully charged battery all segments are continuously showed.
Also when the DDG is switched and connected to the external power supply, the battery indicator will be
shown on the LCD with the internal segments flashing, indicating that the battery is being charged.
When the battery power of the DDG is too low a LOW BATTERY alarm will be shown. This message can’t be reset. The cell
voltage is 1175 mV, when the cell voltage is 1050 mV the DDG will turn off. The DDG will work for one hour before really
turning off.
When there is no external power supply the complete battery indicator starts flashing, indicating that the DDG is working on
the internal battery supply. If after a certain period no segments are displayed with connected power supply, this indicates
that the battery has come to the end of its service life. Battery replacement should only be done by authorized personnel.
(see chapter 10.1.2 - Battery)
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6.2

Diving

Diving can be logged in two ways: automatically or manually. Any diver gets assigned a log number that increases by 1 with
each new dive. During a logged (manually and automatically) dive a diver can make a so-called “surface stop”, only the auto
diving should be turned on.
6.2.1 Manually diving
To start a manual dive please follow the flow chart. (see chapter 13.2 - IDEF3 – Flowchart symbols)

1. After pressing the POWER button the DDG initializes and a startup screen will show up. After this the “Dive monitor” is shown on
the display. This DDG will start a new log and reset the dive depth
at 00.00 MSW or 00.00 FSW in case the feet as depth unit is set.
(see Figure 11)
2. Before starting a new dive, the diver must be selected by “+/–”.
Confirm with “OK”. This is necessary so no mistakes will be made
with logging. The divers name can be changed in the visualizer
software.
3. Start dive – press “OK” to start logging the dive.
4. To cancel a dive – press “MENU”
5. Press “OK” to confirm and stop dive or “MENU” to return to
existing dive.

Figure 11 - Dive monitor in action

6.2.2 Automatically
An automatically logged dive starts from a depth of 1 MSW or 3.3 FSW. Automatically logging can be turned on or off in the
“Auto dive” menu. This sub menu can be found in the “Dive settings” menu.

NOTE!

By pressing the “Menu” button an automatically log will be stopped.

NOTE!

When by accident the power button is pressed during diving. The question - Turn off device? - will
be displayed. Press “OK” to turn off, press “MENU” to continue diving.

NOTE!

A remark concerning dive logging must be made. Continuous dive logging is only possible with the
external diver sensor. Dive logging with the pneumo sensor is less accurate because the depth
cannot be continually logged.
Dive logging cannot be started when an alarm is active. Try to solve the alarm or snooze alarm by
pressing “OK”.

NOTE!
NOTE!

When depth is indicating --.—then there is no depthsenor connected.
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6.2.3 Surface stop
A surface stop means that the dive and dive logging is temporarily stopped. The surface stop will start after ascending the
surface stop boundary of 1 MSW or 3,3 FSW. The logging is paused for 2 minutes. If the diver descends over the surface stop
boundary within these two minutes the log file will start again with the same log number. When the diver doesn’t descend
within these two minutes a new log file is started.
When the diver makes a surface stop, a flashing message of “continue dive  OK” appears in the dive monitor. After
pressing the “OK” button the dive is then continued and the dive time starts by running from the time to where it left off.
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7 Menu based modes
To make yourself familiar with the menu based functions, please see check out the menu structure (see Figure 12 - Menu
structure ) together with the information in this chapter.

Figure 12 - Menu structure
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7.1

Dive settings

Figure 13 - Dive settings menu

7.1.1 Alarm settings
In the alarm settings menu you can set different alarms. To enter alarm settings select Menu- Dive settings – Alarms settings.

(see
Figure 13 - Dive settings menu)
7.1.1.1

Alarm Values
7.1.1.1.1

Max depth alarm

7.1.1.1.2

Max time alarm

In this menu the alarm can be set for a maximum dive depth. The default depth alarm setting is 0 m. When the depth is set
on 0 m (0 ft.) the alarm is switched off. You are able to adjust it according your personal preference. The depth range can be
set to 100 m (328 ft.).
In this menu the alarm can be set for a maximum dive time. The default dive time alarm setting is 0 minutes. When the time
is set at 0 minutes the alarm is switched off. The time range from 1 to 999 minutes.
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7.1.1.1.3

Ascent rate alarm

7.1.1.1.4

Max. pp02 alarm

In this menu the alarm ascent rate can be set. The default ascent rate setting is 10 m per minute. When the time is set at 0
minutes the alarm is switched off. The time range from 0 to 20 m/min (ft./min). The ascent rate is measured in m/min or
ft./min and is based on the U.S. Navy dive tables.
In this menu the maximum value for pp02 can be set. The default pp02 max setting is 1,5 bar. The pp02 ranges from 1,4 to 1,6
bar. The oxygen partial pressure limit pp02 must be set. To enter the “set pp02 max value” menu select Menu - Dive settings
6 - Change pp02 max.

WARNING

Oxygen toxicity becomes a risk when these oxygen partial pressures and exposures are exceeded.
That’s why the DDG doesn’t replace a diver training. Diver must have a thorough training in diving
by a recognized institution to correctly set the right values.

7.1.1.2 Buzzer
In this menu the buzzer can be set ON or OFF. The default Buzzer setting is On. The buzzer will start when the pre-set value
of one the alarms will be exceeded.
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7.1.1.3 Relay
In this menu the alarm relay can be set ON or OFF. The default Alarm relay setting is OFF. With the alarm relay it’s possible to
send an electronic signal to a device (for example a beacon) when one of the alarms is exceeded.
7.1.1.4 Alarms ON/OFF
In this menu the alarms: Max. depth, Max. time, Ascent rate, MOD and Low air pressure, Max. ppO2 , Sensor fail, DGA
comms. Lost, DGA Alarm can be set ON or OFF. The default Buzzer setting is On. The buzzer will start when the pre-set value
of one the alarms will be exceeded.
7.1.2 Dive type
In this menu the proper dive type, Air or Nitrox diving can be set. The default dive type setting is Air. To enter the change
dive type settings select Menu - Dive settings - Change dive type. Select AIR if diving with standard air and select NITROX if
diving with oxygen enriched air.
7.1.3 Water type
In this menu the proper water type, Salt or Fresh water can be set. The default water type setting is salt water. To enter the
“Change dive type” settings select Menu - Dive settings - Change water type – Set water type.
7.1.4 Nitrox value
In this menu the proper nitrox value can be set. The default nitrox (EANx) setting is 21%. The EANx ranges from 21 to 60 %.
The correct oxygen percentage of the gas must always be entered into the DDG to ensure correct nitrogen and oxygen
calculations. In the “set nitrox value” menu. To enter the “set nitrox value” menu select Menu - Dive settings - Set nitrox
value.

NOTE!
NOTE!
NOTE!

The values of EANx and pp02 must be set to calculate the maximum operating depth (MOD) and the
equivalent air depth (EAD). When the DGA is used the ppO2 value and the MOD value will be
automatically be calculated with the Oxygen EANx value of the DGA.
The EAD is switched on in the dive monitor when the dive type Nitrox is selected. This menu is
selected by Menu – Dive settings – Change dive type– select Nitrox.
The MOD is switched on by the “Show MOD in dive monitor” menu. This menu is selected by Menu –
Display – Show MOD in monitor – switch MOD on.

7.1.5 Depth unit
In this menu the depth unit, meters or feet can be set. The default depth unit setting is meters. To enter the “Change depth
unit” settings select Menu - Dive settings - Change depth unit – Set depth unit.

NOTE!

Depending on the chosen depth unit the dive monitor value are shown in meters or feet.

7.1.6 Auto dive
In this menu the automatically logging function can be set ON or OFF. The default auto dive setting is OFF. Automatically
logging starts from a depth of 1 MSW or 3.3 FSW. When auto diving is on, it is possible to have surface stops. A diver makes a
surface stop after ascending the surface stop boundary of 1 MSW or 3,3 FSW. When the diver makes a surface stop, a
flashing message of “DIVETIME PAUSED” appears in the dive monitor.
If the dive is not descending in two minute below the surface stop boundary, the surface stop becomes a definite stop. The
logbook is again activated. A new log file will be started when the surface stop boundary is crossed.
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7.2

Maintenance menu

The maintenance menu is intended to perform settings such as changing sensor, time or communication with Bluetooth or
RS232. Requesting information of the DDG or changing factory settings such as updating the software, calibrate sensor or,
resetting the DDG. (see Figure 14 – Maintenance menu)

Figure 14 – Maintenance menu

7.2.1 Device info
In this menu the information of the DDG can be obtained. (see Figure 15) To enter the “Device info” settings select Menu Maintenance – Device info.
Serial number

:

Version number
Battery level

:
:

Bat. time left

:

Cell voltage

:

Free log space

:

The serial number of the DDG, same as the
serial number on the front of the membrane.
The software version number.
The remaining capacity of the internal
rechargeable battery in 0-100%.
The operating time left when the DDG operates
on its internal rechargeable battery.
The voltage of one cell of the internal
rechargeable battery, levels should be around
1200 mV.
The remaining free memory for logging the dive
profile information.

Figure 15 - Device info

7.2.2 Sensor
In this menu the sensor pneumo or external diver sensor can be chosen. The default sensor setting is pneumo. To enter the
“Sensor” settings select Menu - Maintenance – Change sensor – Choose the sensor.
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7.2.3 Time
In this menu the correct time and date can be set. The time settings should be set to the right time and date by the user. To
enter the “Time” select Menu - Maintenance – Time settings – Change time or Change date.
• The time is visualized in 24 hour time format;
• The day of the week is automatically calculated in accordance with the date;
• The date can be set within the range of Jan 1, 2000 to Dec. 31, 2099.
7.2.4 Communication
The menu “Communication” the communication settings of the DDG with an external device can be set Data interfaces such
as Bluetooth, RS232 and NovaNet. To enter the “Communication” menu select Menu - Maintenance - Communication.
7.2.4.1 Data interface
In this menu the computer interface connection, Bluetooth or RS232 can be selected. The default computer interface setting
is RS232. To enter the “Data interface” menu select Menu - Maintenance – Communication – Data interface – Select
Bluetooth or RS232. Either Bluetooth or RS232 can be used, they cannot operate simultaneously. The data interface
connection is used to upload your log files to the DDG visualizer software. The log files should always be uploaded before
deleting them. (See chapter 3.2 - Connections- for connecting the DDG)
7.2.4.2 Data port RS232-1
The RS232-1 port is used to synchronize the stored logs with the DDG Visualizer software installed on a PC and sending the
real-time depth and dive time to Novasub hardware and software. For example to the Novasub video overlay units OSD and
DI-2 used in the Novasub video control and recording units.
7.2.4.3 Data port RS232-2Data output string
The RS232-2 port is used to output a format ASCII serial string is send with a baud rate of 115200.The output format string
text represents the current salt water depth and the time of the current dive. The serial strings sends actual depth and dive.
time in the below format.
$NSDDG,ddd.dd,hhmmss<CR><LF>
ddd.dd = depth
hhmmss = dive time hour minutes seconds
The DDG visualizer software / NSsoftDVR can be used to visualize real-time the serial depth string. (see DDG visualizer
manual) The DDG visualizer software is also used retrieve the logged data
7.2.4.4 My DDG address
In this setting you set the correct DDG address 1 t/m 12. The standard DDG address is set to 1.

WARNING

When two or more DDGs are used in one setup. You need to change the DDGs address for
communication with the other Novasub hardware / software.

7.2.4.5 DGA address
In this setting you set the correct address (1 t/m 12) of the DGA you want to connect. The standard DGA address is set to 0.
In the DGA you also need to set the correct address.
When a DGA address is selected (1 and higher) the DDG will use the actual O2 value from the DGA to calculate the ppO2 and
MOD / EAD.
If the address is set to 0, then the Nitrox O2 value set in the DDG will be used for ppO2, MOD and EAD calculations.
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Figure 16 – Maintenance menu

7.2.5 Admin settings
The “Admin settings” menu is intended to perform settings such as resetting the DDG, updating the software or calibrate a
sensor. Before changing the administration settings the service technician need to login.
7.2.5.1 Login admin
In this menu the administrator or user can login to change the other admin settings. To enter the “Login admin” menu select
Menu - Maintenance – Admin settings – Login admin – Enter password: xxxxxx. After logging in the password will be
validated, if the password is correct the text “User Password match!” appears. When the password in not correct the text
“Enter the correct password!” appears. Press “OK” to continue.

NOTE!

Admin login password is supplied with DDG on a separate note, or contact Seascape BV to get
correct password.

In the upper left corner of the Admin settings menu an asterisk is shown to indicate that you are logged in the changing
mode. When you are logged in you can update the software, reset the setting and delete the dive logs. The calibration of the
sensor is only allowed by a Novasub Authorized Service technician. After 20 minutes the password will reset and the user
need to login again.

CAUTION

By resetting the settings all customized settings will be reset to the pre-set setting of the factory.
By deleting the diving logs, the logs only will be saved on your computer.
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7.2.5.2 Calibrations
In this menu you can calibrate the internal pneumo sensor, external 4-20 mA and the temperature sensor. The DDG will ask
to fill in the admin password before calibration. If you change the sensor, a recalibration needs to be done. Calibration
always needs to be done with a second calibrated certified gauge.

NOTE!

Seascape will standard calibrate the DDG to the selected depth sensor of the customer, when it will
be delivered from the factory.

7.2.5.2.1

Pneumo sensor

7.2.5.2.2

External 4-20 mA

7.2.5.2.3

External temp. sensor

The calibration of the internal pneumo sensor is a two-point calibration. The zero point need to be set on 0 bar. The end
point needs to be set on 6000 mBar.

The calibration of the external 4-20 mA sensor is a two-point calibration. The zero point need to be set on 0 bar. The end
point needs to be set on … Bar. Depending on the pressure range of your 4- 20 mA sensor.

The UDS-3 underwater depth sensor has the option for temperature measurements. The calibration of the external
temperature sensor is a single point calibrations. Put the UDS-3 for 15 minutes in water and measure the water temperature
with a calibrated certified temperature meter. Change the temperature to the correct measurement.
7.2.5.3 Software update
See the Manual: DDG Visualizer for detailed description. In this menu the user or service technician can update the software.
To enter the “Software update” menu select Menu - Maintenance – Admin settings – Software update– press OK to update
the software. Before starting a software update make sure of the following things:




The DDG is connected to a PC by a RS232 connection, a software update via Bluetooth is not possible;
The DDG works on external power;
The software program is started and ready for sending.

When pressed OK, the software update will start. During the software update the use of the DDG is not possible. When there
is a mistake with the connection or transmitting of the software update. Disconnect and connect the external power from
the DDG to reset the software update process. After installing a new software update, restart the DDG by pressing the
“POWER” button OFF and ON.

NOTE!

The software update can only be done if you are properly logged in with the correct password.

WARNING

The functions of the DDG will stop when the software gets updated. During a software update it
isn't possible to use the DDG for diving, uploading log files or sending depth via serial.

7.2.5.4 Reset settings
In this menu the administrator can reset all settings to the pre-set factory settings. To enter the “Reset setting” menu select
Menu - Maintenance – Admin settings - Reset settings –press OK to reset. All settings are reset to the factory pre-set settings
(see chapter 12 Pre-set factory settings). Before you reset the settings you need to be logged in as administrator.

CAUTION

By resetting the settings all customized settings will be reset to the pre-set setting of the factory.
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7.2.5.5 Delete dive logs
In this menu the administrator can delete the dive logs. To enter the “Delete dive logs” menu select Menu - Maintenance –
Admins settings – Delete dive logs –press OK to delete. All dive logs will be removed. Before you delete the dive logs you
need to be logged in as administrator. All log files will be deleted, there is no possibility to choose between different log files.

WARNING

Always upload your log files with the DDG visualizer software before deleting them. Deleting of
the log files is permanent.

7.2.5.6 External sensor type
In this menu the external sensor can be chosen. The default sensor setting is a HART protocol sensor. To enter the “Change
sensor” settings select Menu - Maintenance – Admin settings - External sensor type – Choose the sensor. The standard UDS3 external sensor of Novasub uses Hart protocol.
The advantage of the UDS-3 external pressure sensor using the HART protocol is that the UDS-3 itself is calibrated and sends
the depth reading digital over the 4-20 ma line. This means that any UDS-03 sensor can be used and does not need to be
calibrated with the DDG. For recalibration of the UDS-03 sensor it can be send to a service centre or Seacape BV.
7.2.5.7 File recovery
In this menu files can be recovered after they have become corrupt. To enter the “File recovery” settings select Menu Maintenance – Admin settings – File recovery. The DDG will now try to recover the corrupt files.
7.2.5.8 Battery stats
In this menu you can see the battery statistics. To enter the “Battery stats” settings select Menu - Maintenance – Admin
settings – Battery stats. The DDG shows now all the statistics of the battery.
7.2.5.9 Reset battery stats
In this menu you can reset the battery statistics. To enter the “Reset battery stats” settings select Menu - Maintenance –
Admin settings – Reset battery stats. The DDG will now reset all statistics of the battery. This feature will be needed, when a
new battery is installed in the DDG.
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7.3

Display setting

The “Display settings” menu is intended to perform settings such as changing the brightness, contrast and showing the MOD
or temperature in the dive monitor. (see Figure 17 - Display settings)

Figure 17 - Display settings

7.3.1 Brightness
In this menu, the brightness of the LCD screen can be adjusted. The default brightness setting is 50 %. The brightness range
from 0 to 100 %. To enter the “Backlight” settings select Menu – Display settings – Backlight – Change the brightness.
7.3.2 Contrast
In this menu, the contrast of the LCD screen can be adjusted. The default contrast setting is 27. The contract range from 1 to
63. To enter the “Contrast” settings select Menu – Display settings – Contrast – Change the contract.
7.3.3 Show MOD
In this menu the MOD can be set ON or OFF. The default setting of showing the MOD is OFF. To enter the “Show MOD”
settings select Menu – Display settings – Show MOD in dive monitor – select ON or OFF. The MOD will be shown in the dive
monitor.

NOTE!

The values of EANx and pp02 must be set or a DGA must be connected to calculate the maximum
operating depth (MOD).

7.3.4 Show temperature
In this menu the temperature of the dive can be set ON or OFF. The default setting of showing the temperature is OFF. The
temperature range from -10 ~ 80 °C. To enter the “Show Temp. in dive monitor” settings select Menu – Display settings –
Show Temp. in dive monitor – select ON or OFF.
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7.4

Dive logs

The “Dive logs” menu is intended to perform settings such as viewing logs, changing the log interval and switching logging on
or off. Any diver gets assigned a log number that increases by 1 with each new dive. During a logged (manually and
automatically) dive a diver can make a so-called “surface stop” (see chapter 6.2.2- Automatically). (see Figure 18 - Other
menus)

Figure 18 - Other menus

7.4.1

View logs

In this menu the dive history of all the dives is summarized by the DDG
(see Figure 19). To enter the “dive history” settings select Menu – Dive
Logs – View logs – Press +/- to scroll. The following information will be
shown on the display:
ID:
Start date:
Start time:
Dive time:
Max depth:
Nitrox:
(22/22)

The diver ID number and name.
The date the log started.
The start time the log started.
The total dive time (hours: minutes: seconds).
The maximum depth ever reached during this log.
The percentage of EANx of this log.
The log number (increased by 1 every dive).1 of …

Figure 19 - View logs

The dive history memory can hold a maximum of 20 divers and 255 logs. When these maximum values are reached, the
counters will start again from zero. The log files are sorted by date and time. The old log numbers are not deleted when
counting starts over. For example diver 1 has twice a log number 1 with a different date.
7.4.2 Log interval
In this menu, the logging interval can be adjusted. The default log interval setting is 2 seconds. The log interval range from 1
to 60 seconds. To enter the “Log interval” settings select Menu – Dive logs – Log interval – Change the log interval value. In
case that a dive takes a few hours it is convenient to change the log interval to higher number. This is useful for keeping a
small file size for the DDG internal memory and changing the accuracy of the log file.

WARNING

When the internal memory of the DDG is full, the first log file will be deleted and a new log file be
saved at his place. Therefor always upload the DDG log files before the memory is full.

7.4.3 Activate Logging
In this menu, logging can be set ON or OFF. The logging is standard set ON at the factory. To enter the “Activate logging”
settings select Menu – Dive logs – Activate logging – select ON or OFF.
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7.5

Current settings

7.6

Set zero depth

In this menu, the current setting of the DDG can be obtained. To enter the
“Current settings” select Menu – Current settings. (see Figure 20)
In this menu, the current depth can be set to zero.
Only reset the depth to zero, when the diver is
at the surface of the water. When the depth is
reset at another moment the diving depth of
the diver and therefore his safety cannot be
guaranteed.

WARNING

Figure 20 - Current settings

8 Data transfer and PC-interface
The DDG can be connected to a personal computer (PC), using the data interface (see chapter 7.2.4.1- Data interface) and
the DDG visualizer software. With the data interface, log files from the DDG can be uploaded to a PC. The DDG visualizer will
keep a complete record of your dive history with the DDG. In this software the log files can get additional information to
make a report of your dive log and other diving data. For more information about transferring and editing log files check the
“DDG visualizer” manual.

Memory storage - log interval
10000

Time (hours)

1000

6 min dive

100

15 min dive
0,5 hour dive

10

1 hour dive
6 hour dive

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

0,1

7

8

9

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Log interval

The following data is transferred to the PC:





Log info: Diver ID, Diver name, Dive time, Start date, Start time, Max. depth, MOD, Log nr, Download from which
DDG.
Alarm settings: Max. depth, Max. time, Max. ascent rate, MOD, Max. ppO2, External sensor fail, DGA comms, DGA
alarm.
Dive settings: Dive type, Water type, pp02 max, EANx, Depth unit, Depth sensor, Logging interval.
Depth profile of the dive and temperature, with O2 and CO2.
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9

Technical specifications

9.1

Dimensions and weight

9.1.1 DDG 1 Round meter
• Outside diameter: ø195 mm (6 in) – (see Figure 3- Dimensions DDG 1&2);
• Weight: 4000 gr.
9.1.2 DDG 2 Square meter
• Outside dimension: 144x72 mm - (see Figure 3- Dimensions DDG 1&2);
• Weight: 1300 gr.

9.2

9.3





Operating conditions

Protections against dust and water, IP64;
Operating temperature: -10 ~ 45 °C (14 ~ °F);
Storage temperature: 0 ~ 60 °C (32 ~ °F).

Display

9.3.1 Temperature display
• Resolution: 1°C (1,5°F);
• Display range: -10 ~ 80 °C (14 ~ 176 °F).
9.3.2 Calendar Clock
• 24 h display;
• Date automatically calculated;
• The date can be set within the range of Jan 1, 2000 to Dec. 31, 2099.
9.3.3 Other displays
• Max dive time: hours 0 ~ 9, minutes 0 ~ 60 and seconds 0 ~ 60, counting starts and stops at 1 m (3 ft.) depth;
• Dive counter: 20 divers, 255 logs (per diver);
• Depth display range: 0 ~ 99.9 m (328 ft.);
• Ascent rate: 0 ~ 20 m/min (0 ~ 65 ft./min);
• Max. diving depth: 100 m (328 ft.);
• Max. pp02 value: 1,4 ~ 1,6 bar;
• Nitrox value: 21 ~ 60 %;
• Log interval: 1 ~ 60;
• Backlight LCD: 0 ~ 100%;
• Contrast LCD: 1 ~63.

9.4

Parts

9.4.1 Manometer
• Maximum depth of operation: 70 meter salt water (229 ft.);
• Produced according EN 837.1;
• Scale accuracy: Cl. 1,6.
9.4.2 Internal depth sensor
• Connection: outside ¼ “ BSP thread;
• Normal range: 0 to 60 MSW;
• Accuracy: ± 0.25%;
• Digital temperature compensation and linearity correction;
• Operating temperature: -10 ~ 80 °C (14 ~ 176 °F);
• Storage temperature: -40 ~ 100 °C (-40 ~ 212 °F).
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9.4.3 Relay Contact specifications
• Nominal switching capacity 1A~30VDC, 0.3A~125VAC (resistive load)
• Max. switching power 30W (DC), 37.5V A (AC) (resistive load)
• Max. switching voltage 110VDC, 125VAC
• Max. switching current 1A
9.4.4 External diver sensor (UDS-3)
• Depth accuracy: ± 0.25% (standard) 0.3 m (1 ft.);
• 4 ~ 20 mA DC 2-wire current output HART protocol;
• Digital temperature compensation and linearity correction;
• Full stainless steel construction, compact size, light weight.

9.5

Power supply
•

9.5.1.1 External power supply
Supplied with Adapter 100/240 VAC to 12 VDC, 4A.

9.5.1.2 Internal power supply
One NiMH battery pack, 6v-2200 mAh;
Battery storage time (shelf life): Up to two years;
Replacement: Every two years or more often depending on dive activity*
Life expectancy at 20°C [68°F]*:
o 0 dives: 2 years;
o 100 dives: 1,5 years;
o 300 dives: 1 year.
The following conditions have an effect on the expected battery lifetime*:
• The length of the dives and the number of dives;
• NiMH battery pack do not accept full charge and discharge if the temperature is below 0°C and above 50°C;
• NiMH cells can hold full charge for a month if stored in normal temperature. Below 10°C [50°F] the expected battery
lifetime is about 50-75% of that at 20°C (68°F);
• The use of the audible alarms.
•
•
•
•

*Applies only if the DDG is used only on battery power.
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10 Maintenance
The DDG is a sophisticated precision instrument. Although it is designed to withstand rough diving circumstances, you must
treat it with the same proper care and caution as any other precision instrument.
10.1.1 Maintenance by authorized dealer or distributor
Have your DDG serviced every two years or after 200 dives (whichever comes first) by a Novasub Authorized Service Centre.
This service will include a general operational check, replacement of the battery, and water resistance check. The service
requires special tools and training.
Once a year the pneumo internal depth sensor and the external diver sensor needs to be calibrated by a Novasub Authorized
Service Centre or other undependable calibrating agent.
10.1.2 Battery
If after a certain period no segments are displayed with connected power supply, this indicates that the battery has come to
the end of its service life. All history of the logbook and dives settings will remain in the dive computer memory. Even after
the battery is replaced or when the battery is discharged during diving. The logbook is saved until the moment the battery
went out. Deleting the logbook and resetting the dive settings can be done in the chapter 7.2.5.4 - Reset settings.

NOTE!

To keep the built-in battery (backup power supply) in good condition, it is important to regularly
operate the depth meter for some time on the battery supply, and then on the mains power
supply. This way the battery is discharged and recharged.

10.2 Maintenance scheme
By Customer
Cleaning DDG
Cleaning external sensor
Charging battery

Weekly
After diving
Regularly

By Novasub Authorized Service Centre
Servicing DDG
Calibrating internal and external diver sensor

2 years or 200 dives
Yearly

WARNING
•
•

It is not allowed to disassemble the DDG or to repair the product by unqualified personal or disassemble part, in that
case all warranties are void.
DO NOT use the DDG or external diver sensor if you detect any moisture or water inside.

CAUTION
•
•
•
•

Keep sharp objects out of reach of the display. The display of the depth meter is made of glass. Prevent shocks
during transport and do not drop the product.
Contamination or dirt on the terminal block, connectors and keys foil may give problems during use of the DDG.
Therefore, it is important that the contacts/connectors and keys foil are kept clean. The depth meter can be cleaned
with a detachable cloth what is soaked in lukewarm water. In any case don’t use chemical cleaning products!
Should moisture appear inside the case, immediately have the instrument checked by your Novasub dealer or
distributor.
Protect the unit from shock, extreme heat, direct sunlight, and chemical attack.
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•
•

The DDG cannot withstand the impact of heavy objects like air cylinders, nor chemicals like gasoline, cleaning
solvents, aerosol sprays, adhesive agents, paint, acetone, alcohol, etc. Chemical reactions with such agents will
damage the seals, case and finish.
Do not use compressed air to blow water off the unit.

NOTE!
•
•
•
•
•

The DDG should be carefully cleaned with cleaning pad after the day’s diving is completed. Check the display for
possible moisture or water.
The external diver sensor should be washed and rinsed in fresh water, then dried with a soft towel after each dive.
Make sure that all salt crystals and sand particles have been flushed out.
Contact a Novasub Authorized Service Centre for battery replacement or other service.
Should you detect scratches, cracks or other such flaws on the display that may impair its durability, immediately
have it replaced by a Novasub Authorized Service Centre.
Store your DDG in a dry place when you are not using it.
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11 Warranty
Novasub warrants that during the Warranty Period Novasub or a Novasub Authorized Service Centre (hereinafter Service
Centre) will, at its sole discretion, remedy defects in materials or workmanship free of charge either by a) repairing, or b)
replacing, or c) refunding, subject to the terms and conditions of this Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty is only valid
and enforceable in the country of purchase, unless local law stipulates otherwise.

11.1 Warranty Period

The Limited Warranty Period starts at the date of original retail purchase. The Warranty Period is two (2) years for the DDG.
Warranty applies only on manufacturing defaults. The Warranty Period is one (1) year for accessories, including mounting
hardware and connector cables.

11.2 Exclusions and Limitations

This Limited Warranty does not cover:
1. a) normal wear and tear;
b) defects caused by rough handling or;
c) defects or damage caused by misuse contrary to intended or recommended use;
2. user manuals or any third-party items;
3. defects or alleged defects caused by the use with any product, accessory, software and/or service not manufactured
or supplied by Novasub;
4. battery.

11.3 This Limited Warranty is not enforceable if item:

1. has been opened beyond intended use;
2. has been repaired using unauthorized spare parts; modified or repaired by unauthorized Service Centre;
3. serial number has been removed, altered or made illegible in any way, as determined at the sole discretion of
Novasub;
4. has been exposed to chemicals. Novasub does not warrant that the operation of the product will be uninterrupted or
error free, or that the product will work with any hardware or software provided by a third party. You must have
proof of purchase to access Novasub warranty service.

11.4 Limitation of Liability

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable mandatory laws, this Limited Warranty is your sole and exclusive remedy
and is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied. Novasub shall not be liable for special, incidental, punitive or
consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of anticipated benefits, loss of data, loss of use, cost of capital, cost
of any substitute equipment or facilities, claims of third parties, damage to property resulting from the purchase or use of
the item or arising from breach of the warranty, breach of contract, negligence, strict tort, or any legal or equitable theory,
even if Novasub knew of the likelihood of such damages. Novasub shall not be liable for delay in rendering warranty service.
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12 Pre-set factory settings
Range

Dive type
Water type
Nitrox value
Depth unit
Auto dive

DEFAULT
Air
Salt water
21%
Meters
OFF

Alarm settings

DEFAULT

Range

Alarm values
Max. depth alarm
Max. time alarm
Ascent rate alarm
Max. pp02 alarm

OFF or 0 meter
OFF or 0 minutes
10 m/min
1,5 bar

0 to 100 m (ft.)
1 to 999 min.
0 to 20 m/min (ft.)
1,4 to 1,6 bar

Buzzer
Relay

ON
OFF

ON/OFF
ON/OFF

Activate alarms
Max. depth
Max. time
Ascent rate
MOD
Low air pressure
Max. pp02
Sensor fail
DGA comms lost
DGA alarm

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF

ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF
ON/OFF

Dive settings

Maintenance
Sensor
Communication
Data interface
Send depth via port
My DDG address
DGA address
Admin settings
External sensor type

Display settings
Backlight
Contrast
Show MOD in monitor
Show Temp. in monitor

Dive logs
Log interval
Activate logging
Diver names

Air/Nitrox
Salt/Fresh
21 to 60%
Meters or Feet
ON/OFF

DEFAULT
Pneumo

Range

RS232
OFF
1
0 (OFF)

RS232/Bluetooth
ON/OFF
1 -12
0 - 12

HART

4-20 mA or HART

Pneumo/External

DEFAULT
50%
27
OFF
OFF

Range

DEFAULT
2 seconds
ON
-

Range

0 to 100 %
1 to 63
ON/OFF
ON/OFF

1 to 60 sec
ON/OFF
Diver01 t/m 20
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13 Glossary
Ascent rate
Dive time
EAD
EANx
Enriched Air Nitrox
Equivalent Air Depth

FSW
MSW
MOD
NITROX
Partial pressure of oxygen

ppO2
O2
CO2

The speed at which the diver ascends toward the surface.
Elapsed time between leaving the surface to descend, and returning to the surface at the
end of a dive.
Abbreviation for equivalent air depth
Abbreviation for enriched air nitrox.
Also called Nitrox or Enriched Air = EANx. Air that has some oxygen added. Standard
mixes are EAN32 (NOAA Nitrox I = NN I) and EAN36 (NOAA Nitrox II =NN II).
The equivalent air depth (EAD) is a way of approximating the decompression
requirements of breathing gas mixtures that contain nitrogen and oxygen in different
proportions to those in air, known as nitrox. The equivalent air depth, for a given nitrox
mix and depth, is the depth of a dive when breathing air that would have the same partial
pressure of nitrogen.
Abbreviation for feet of sea water
Abbreviation for meters of sea water
The maximum operating depth of a breathing gas is the depth below which the partial
pressure of oxygen (ppO2) of the gas mix exceeds a safe limit.
Refers to any mix with a higher fraction of oxygen than standard air.
Limits the maximum depth to which the used nitrox mixture can safely be used. The
maximum partial pressure limit for enriched air diving is 1.4 bar. The contingency partial
pressure limit is 1.6 bar. Dives beyond this limit have the risk for immediate oxygen
toxicity.
Abbreviation for partial pressure of oxygen
Abbreviation for Oxygen
Abbreviation for Carbon dioxide

13.1 Calculations
MOD = ppO2 (Bar) x EANx (%)

ppO2 = EANx(%) x Depth (Bar)

13.2 IDEF3 – Flowchart symbols
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